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If the idea of a swimming pool in your house or garden
excites you, the thought of designing and constructing
it may well daunt you in equal measure.
You may not know if your outline thoughts are feasible.
For example, do you want an indoor pool or an outdoor
pool – or a combination of both? Could you fit a
swimming pool inside an old barn, a basement or a
conservatory? Would you be able to obtain planning
permission? Would a pool blend, aesthetically, with any
existing structures? How could you estimate the likely
expense of such a complex project? Finally – how long
would it all take?

Pool Architecture’s expertise
These are all Pool Architecture’s areas of expertise. Over the last 12
years we have worked on at least 400 private indoor – and outdoor
– pool projects. In some cases our involvement has been limited to
a few hours of consultation; in many others we have spent a year or
more working to a client’s brief, surveying the site, obtaining planning
permission, designing and building the pool, and managing the
overall construction project right through to completion. In all cases,
as specialist consultants, we are well-equipped to avoid the traps that
can ensnare an architect or an individual on a one-off pool project.
The diversity of projects in which we have experience is considerable.
Many schemes have encompassed the redesigning, detailing
and renovating of ancillary spaces such as barns, gymnasia,
conservatories,
out-buildings, kitchens or home cinemas in addition to the pool itself.
Having undertaken projects that required the conversion of listed
buildings, we have also constructed new buildings to house pools,
built hybrid pools – partially indoors and partially outdoors – and
attached pools in tight spaces to modest suburban homes. We have
put pools into basements. In fact, if it’s possible, the likelihood is that
we have experienced such a project already.

“

Pool Architecture are specialist swimming pool designers, working
for clients throughout the UK and Europe. We work independently, or
as consultants alongside architects and other professional contractors.
Our specialist expertise means we are ideally placed to identify
potential pitfalls at the early planning stages.

From innovation to practicality
Our schemes are innovative, imaginative, practical, and utilise modern
technology to the full. We have recently used materials that include
sandstone from Jerusalem, porcelain tiles from France, glass tiles
from Japan, stainless steel from Sweden and limestone from Portugal.
Our comprehensive library allows us to propose a huge variety of
exceptional finishes.
The precise cost of a unique project such as the design and
construction of a swimming pool is difficult to predict at the outset
but, by detailed planning, stage by stage, we can help you to manage
the costs and to keep a tight rein on the budget. We can signpost
potential variables for you at an early stage. If you are planning an
indoor pool, the final total will rarely be less than £250,000 – and,
in many cases, a great deal higher than that – but it is reassuring
to remember that the sum you spend is likely to be reflected in a
commensurate increase in the value of your property. As for the many
and varied benefits of owning a pool – these are, in our experience,
impossible to price.
The case studies that you will find on the following pages are
intended to give you some idea of the range of projects on which we
have worked – but we have many more photographs and plans that
we can show you on request. We invite you to call us to discuss how
Pool Architecture can help make your dream pool a reality.

The work we do
Pool Architecture’s expertise is in both pool design and the building
around the pool, which means that our services can travel. We work
throughout the United Kingdom and have worked on projects in the
Channel Islands, the Scilly Isles and France. Indeed, we are happy to
work wherever our clients need us in Europe.
Our speciality is in listening to and responding to a brief, gaining the
necessary planning consent, and then ensuring that our clients obtain,
in as smooth a fashion as possible, exactly what they want. Some
clients give us a free hand to interpret their brief; others enjoy working
closely alongside us and putting their own personal stamp on the
project as it evolves.

How much will a pool cost?
The first step is often to undertake a feasibility study - please contact
us for related costs. We meet the client and understand the brief. Are
there any special requirements? Is the pool for use by someone with a
disability? Is it a hydrotherapy pool? Is it a family pool? Is it a training
pool? A multi-purpose pool? We draw an accurate floor plan to set out
the possible configurations and to see whether the site is constricted or
constrained in any way.
We produce some sketches and outline drawings for clients to ponder
over (and, of course, to modify if they wish) before proceeding to
the next stage, which is normally the planning and/or listed building
application. We are happy to take full responsibility both for the pool
and for the building that houses it. In such cases, our involvement
includes:
• producing meticulous detailed design drawings for the pool
and building
• obtaining local authority planning and, if necessary, listed
building permission
• putting the work out to tender and commissioning the contractors
• attending regular on-site meetings and recording action points in
detail to ensure no possible doubt or confusion
• editing the manuals
• overseeing the total project through to completion
• giving advice on the best regime for servicing
If required, Pool Architecture will organise everything, and will be
available to the client at all times for advice and guidance. Thanks
to many years of experience, we are familiar with good contractors,
artisans and trades people throughout the country.
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“

Over the past two decades, we’ve designed, project managed and built well

over 400 indoor and outdoor pools for a wide variety of customers, throughout the
UK and Europe. If a pool design is possible, chances are we’ve built such a project.
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